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ON BAIRE-HYPERPLANE SPACES

by M. VALDIVIA
(Received 28th April 1978)

In this article we prove that in every infinite dimensional separable Frechet space
there is a dense barrelled subspace which is not the inductive limit of Baire-
hyperplane spaces.

The linear spaces we use are defined over the field K of the real or complex
numbers. By "space" we mean "separated locally convex topological vector space".
Given a space H, H' denotes its topological dual and if A is a bounded closed
absolutely convex subset of H, HA is the normed space over the linear hull of A has
as norm the gauge on A. Let si be the family of all the bounded closed absolutely
convex subsets of H. If B is a subspace of H its local closure B is the intersection of
all subspaces of H containing B and intersecting HA, A £ si, in a closed set. We say
that H is locally complete if HA is a Banach space for every AEsi.

Let ft be a non void open set in the euclidean m -dimensional space Rm. We denote
by 2)(ft) and 2)'(ft) the spaces of L. Schwartz with the strong topologies. Let M be
the set of all points of ft having rational coordinates. If ft G M, Tj, is the set formed by
the delta of Dirac concentrated in b and its derivatives of all orders. 2>o(ft) is the
subspace of 3)'(Cl) generated by {Tb: be M}. As is usual, C ~ D is the difference of C
and D. N denotes the set of the natural numbers.

1. Baire-hyperplane spaces

A space H is a Baire-hyperplane space if every union of a countable family of
closed hyperplane of H has void interior.

The following three theorems are of a trivial nature.

Theorem 1. Every separated quotient of a Baire-hyperplane space is a Baire-
hyperplane space.

Theorem 2. / / a space E contains a dense subspace which is a Baire-hyperplane
space then H is a Baire-hyperplane space.

Theorem-3. / / E is a Baire-hyperplane space and 3~ is a separated locally convex
topology on E coarser than the original topology, then E[3~\ is a Baire-hyperplane
space.

Note 1. If E is a space such that its topology is defined by a family of norms there
is in E'[a(E', E)] a compact absolutely convex subset A which is total. Then, if 9 is a
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topology on E' compatible with the dual pair (E1, E), Theorem 3 implies that E'A with
the topology induced by 9 is a Baire-hyperplane space. According to Theorem 2,

is a Baire-hyperplane space.

Theorem 4. Every metrizable (LF)-space is a Baire-hyperplane space.

Proof. Let (Hn) be an increasing sequence of subspaces of E with L){Hn:
n 6 N } = £. Suppose that there is a topology on Hn, 2Fn, finer than the original topology
such that Hn[&n], n £ N , is a Frechet space and E is the inductive limit of the
sequence (//n[^n]). The sequence of the closures of Hn in E, n EN, is increasing and
its union in E. Since E is a metrizable barrelled space there is a positive integer p so
that Hp = E, (1). On the other hand, let us suppose that there is a sequence (Ln) of
closed hyperplanes of E with E as its union. Then U {Ln D Hp[&p]: nGN}= Hp[&p]
and since HP[STP] is a Frechet space there is a positive integer q such that L, D
Hp[8Tp] and therefore Lq"D Hp = E which is a contradiction.

Note 2. In (3, p. 369) a non closed barrelled subspace of /' is given. It is easy to
show it is not a Baire-hyperplane space. Other examples of normed barrelled spaces
which are not Baire-hyperplane spaces are given in (2).

Theorem 5. Every product of Baire-hyperplane spaces is a Baire-hyperplane
space.

Proof. Let {£•,;/£/} be a family of Baire-hyperplane spaces and let E be its
topological product. If we suppose that E is not a Baire-hyperplane space let (Ln) be a
sequence of closed hyperplanes of E covering E. For each i E /, let S£i be the family
of those elements of (Ln) not containing £,-. J£t does not cover E-, since E, is a
Baire-hyperplane space and therefore a vector x, E Ht can be found which is not in
any member of &,. Call F, the linear hull of {*,}. Every element of the family
i? = {&; i E /} does not contain F = Il{p;: i E /} , but F is a Baire space and thus i?
cannot cover F and therefore M = {Lt, L 2 , . . . , Ln,...} ~ L is not void which means
that every MEM contains Eh i E /, and, therefore M D E which is a contradiction.

2. Bornological barrelled spaces

Proposition 1. Let H be a locally complete space and let S and T be subspaces of
E such that f C S. If & denotes the associated ultrabomological topology to S then T
is SP-dense in t.

Proof. Let T* be the ^-closure in 5 of T and write T, for T* D f. We show that
f C T*. Given any bounded closed absolutely convex subset A of H we have that HA

is a Banach space and HA D f is a closed subspace of HA coinciding with HAnf which
is therefore a Banach space and its topology is finer than the topology induced by &
and thus HArtf H T*, which coincides with HAnTv is closed in HA. Therefore Tt

coincides with f and the conclusion follows.
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Next we consider a locally complete space E which has a bi-orthogonal sequence
(xn, «„) such that the linear hull G of (xn) is dense in E. If x G E we write

A(x) = {nGN: «„(*)* 0}.

Suppose that there is a AT0 G Is such that A(JC0) is infinite and call $ the filter on N such
that F G ^ if and only if F D A(x0) has a finite complement in A(JC0) and let "U be an
ultrafilter on N finer than $. For any U G °U we write L( [/) to denote the local closure
of the linear hull o f{ j t , : n£N~ U}. Since L(Ut)U L(U2)C L(C7, n £/2) for every pair
[/,, l/2 G <% it follows that L = U {L(l/): C/ G <&} is a subspace of £ containing G. We
write F for the linear hull of LU{x0}. In what follows 9 denotes the associated
ultrabornological topology to L.

Proposition 2. The neighbourhoods of the origin in L[SF\ absorb the bounded sets
ofG.

Proof. Let V be an absolutely convex neighbourhood of the origin in L[3~] and
suppose the existence in G of a bounded closed absolutely convex set Q such that Q
is not absorbed by V. Take y, G Q ~ V. Suppose we have already constructed the
elements y,, y 2 , . . . , y, of Q such that

yP<£pV, yp= 2
neH(p)

where

N(q) = n<,_i

If Gq denotes the linear hull of

{xn:«GN, n£

then Gq D GQ is a closed finite codimensional subspace of GQ. If X is a topological
complement of Gq D GQ in GQ, call Qi and Q2 the projections of Q over X and
G, D GQ, respectively. Obviously, V absorbs Oj which is a bounded set in a finite
dimensional space. Since Q2 is a bounded set in G, D GQ there is a A > 0 such that

Q2CA(QnG,) .

V cannot absorb QC\Gq because otherwise there is a /i > 0 such that

QiCfiV, QD GqCfiV

and therefore

which is a contradiction. Thus, there is an element y,+1 in Q D G, so that
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which can be written

where

N(q + 1) = {«, + 1, nq + 2,..., nq+}}.

The elements of the sequence (JV(<7» are a partition of N. We write

M,= U{N(2q-\):q = l,2,...}
M2= U{N(2q):q = l,2,...}.

Obviously, M\C\M1 = 0 and M\ U M2 = TV and since <& is an ultrafilter it follows that,
for instance, Mt belongs to %. The sequence (y^) belongs to L(M|) and it is bounded.
Writing D for the closed absolutely convex hull of (y^) in E we have that ED D L(Mi)
is a Banach space since ED is a Banach space and therefore V D EDnuM,) is a

neighbourhood of the origin in EDnuM,) (remember that V is a ^-neighbourhood of the
origin in L) and thus V absorbs the elements of the sequence (y2,) which is in
contradiction with y2q(£(2q)V.

Proposition 3. / / G is a bomological space then L is an ultrabomological space.

Proof. Let / be the canonical injection of G into L[!W]. The former proposition
implies that / is continuous since if V is an absolutely convex ^-neighbourhood of
the origin in L, then J~\V)= VC\G absorbs the bounded sets of G and since G is
bomological J~\V) is a neighbourhood of the origin in G. If L[fF\ is the completion of
L[^"], / can be extended to a continuous linear mapping <p from L into L[T\. The
conclusion follows if we show that <p is the identity from L in L[ST\. But this is the
case since if z £ L there is U G % such that z G L(U). According to Proposition 1,
L(U)C\G is ^-dense in L(U) and therefore there is a net

{z,: iel,&}

in L(U)C\G ^-converging to z which obviously also converges to z in L and thus

lim{<p(Zi): ieL,2£} = <p(z) = lim{J(Zi): i&I,^} = lim{z,: iEI,s=} = z.

Note 3. In (2) ultrafilters on N are used also to construct examples of metrizable
ultrabarrelled spaces which are not Baire-hyperplane spaces.

Proposition 4. L is an hyperplane of F.

Proof. Given any x belongs to L there is an element U E.°U such that j t£L( [ / )
and therefore A(x) f£ °U. On the other hand A(x0) £ °H and thus x0 g L. Since F is the
linear hull of L U {JC0}, L is an hyperplane of F.

Proposition 5. F is not an inductive limit of Baire-hyperplane spaces.
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Proof. Suppose that there is a family {(F,, <p,): i G /} such that F is a Baire-
hyperplane space, <p,- is a linear continuous mapping from Ft into F and F is the
locally convex hull of the family. Let u be a linear form on F such that u~'(0) = L.
Since u is not continuous there is an index hE.1 such that ix ° <ph is not continuous on
Ffc and thus ?ft'(L) is a dense hyperplane of F*. Take a net {y , ; jG/ ,>} in <Ph\L)
converging in Fh to an element yof£ <phl(L) and select a sequence (fj such that if
<Ph(yo) = zo and <ph(tn) = zB then

lim um(zn) = «m(z0), m = 1,2, . . .

Write z0 = Ax0 + x, A ̂  0, x G L and then

= A(x0) ~ A(JC)

and since A(JC0) G °U and A(JC) ^ <% it follows that A(z0) G %. Write

<?« = [A(zm) ~ UA(zp)] D A(z0), m = 2, 3 , . . .
P=I

If n G A(z0) the sequence («n(zp))p=i converges to un(z0) and therefore there is a
positive integer p0 such that

p ^ 0 , for p3=po-

If «n(z,) is the first element of (Mn(zp))p=i which is non-zero then nEQr and therefore

A(zo)= U{(?p:p = l ,2 , . . .} .

Since

given a finite subset M of N the union

and thus

and therefore there is a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers (n(q))q=] such
that

hence we can suppose that the sequence (zn) has been selected so that Qn^0,
n = l,2

For any pair of positive integers n, m construct a continuous linear form tf/nm on Fh

such that

<Pnm(t) = Un(ZO)Um(<ph(t))-Un(<ph(t))Um(Zo), t G Fh.

Let {/„: n G P C N} be the set of all the non-null elements of {ij/nm: n,mG N}. If p, q
are positive integers, p < q, and if n G Qp, m G Q,, then m £ A(zp) and n G A(zp) and
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therefore um(zp) = 0 and un(zp) * 0. Then

*l>nm(tp) = Un(z0)Um(<pk(tp)) ~ Un(<pk(tp))Um(Zo) = Un(z0)um(Zp) ~ Un(zp)um(z<>)

hence {/„: n G P C N} ^ 0. Since Fh is a Baire-hyperplane space the family {/V(0): n G
P} of closed hyperplanes of Fh does not cover Fh and therefore there is v G F* with
/n(t>) ^ 0 for every n G P.

The set A(<p/,(t>)) belongs to %. Indeed, suppose that A(zo)(Z A(<p;,(u)), which is the
difficult case. Then there is q £ A(z0) so that «,(<?/,(«)) = 0. Take a positive integer fc
such that q G Qk. If p & N, p?* k, let m be an element of Qp. Then, according to (1), we
can take s G P such that i/»flm = /, and therefore

0 * fs(v) = tf/qm(v) = uq(z0)um(eph(v))- uq{<ph(v))um(za) = uq(z0)um(<ph(v)),

and therefore um(<ph(v)) ^ 0 and thus

A(<ph(v))DA(z0)~Qk,

hence
Write

Since A(w)^ % there are two different p , ^ £ N such that

(A(z0) ~ A(w)) D Q,^ jBf, (A(z0) ~ A(z)) H

Take n G Q, and m G Qq. Then

Un(<Ph(v)) = pUn(Z0) + Un(w) = pUn{

um(<ph(v)) = pum(zo) + um(w) = pum(z0)

and therefore

0 * ijjnm(v) = un(z0)um(<ph(v)) - un(<ph(v))um(zo) = un(z0)pum(z0) - pun(z0)um(z0) = 0,

which is a contradiction.

Proposition 6. / / a barrelled space H admits a bi-orthogonal sequence (xn, un) such
that the linear hull M of (xn) is not closed in H then there is an element x G H so that
the sequence (un(x)) has an infinity of non vanishing terms.

Proof. If Z denotes the subspace of H orthogonal to {uu u2,...,un,...} the
sequence (un(z)), for any z G H, has a finite number of non vanishing terms if and only
if zE.M + Z. Suppose that H coincides with M + Z. If <p denotes the canonical
mapping from H onto H/Z and \]/ stands for the restriction of <p to M then \fi is an
injective continuous mapping from M onto HIZ. Since HlZ is a barrelled space of
countable dimension it is provided with the finest locally convex topology and
therefore also M which implies its completeness but M was supposed to be non
closed in E.
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Note 4. If £ is a space with a dense subspace G of infinite countable dimension, a
theorem of Klee (4, p. 148) can be applied to obtain a bi-orthogonal system (xn, un) for
E so that the linear hull of (*„) is G. If E is locally complete and G is bornological and
different from E there is an element x0G E such that A(JC0) is infinite, according to
Proposition 6, and the spaces L and F can be constructed with the properties
obtained in Propositions 3,4,5.

Theorem 6. Let E be a separable Frechet space of infinite dimension. Then there
are two dense subspaces L and F of E so that

1. L is an hyperplane of F.
2. L is ultrabornological.
3. F is a barrelled space which is not an inductive limit of Baire-hyperplane space.

Proof. Since £ is a separable Frechet space of infinite dimension there is an
infinite countable dimensional dense subspace which is different from E. According to
Note 4 the theorem follows.

Theorem 7. Let E be the inductive limit of a sequence of infinite dimensional
separable Frechet spaces. If E is locally complete there are two dense subspaces L and
Fof E so that

1. L is an hyperplane of F.
2. L is ultrabornological.
3. F is a bornological barrelled space which is not an inductive limit of Baire-

hyperplane spaces.

Proof. Let (En) be an increasing sequence of subspaces of E with union E. Let
S'n be a topology on En, finer than the original topology, such that En[^n] is an infinite
dimensional separable Frechet space. Take in £n[£^n] a dense subspace Gn of
countable dimension. Then the linear hull G of U {Gn: n = 1,2,...} is dense in E and
different from E. On the other hand, it is easy to check that G is the inductive limit of
the sequence of metrizable spaces (Gn) and thus G is bornological. We apply Note 4
and we finish by showing that F is bornological. Indeed, if we suppose that F C\En is
provided with the topology induced by 2Fn it is easy to show that F is the inductive
limit of the sequence of metrizable spaces (F D En).

Proposition 7. J r H be a subspace of 3>'(il) such that it contains 3)'o({l). Then H
is bornological.

Proof. If B is a bounded set of H there is a compact absolutely convex set A in
S)'(H) such that B is a precompact set of 3s'(il)A since 2d'{Ci) is a nuclear complete
space. Then B is a precompact set of 2d'(Q.)AnH and therefore there is in 3>'{il)AnH a
sequence converging to the origin with closed absolutely convex hull containing B (3,
p. 273). Then the topology & on @(ft) of the uniform convergence of the sequences of
H converging to the origin in the sense of Mackey coincides with the topology on
3)(Q.) of the uniform convergence of the bounded sets of H.

Let {<p,: /£ / ,3=}bea Cauchy net in 2>(O) for the topology ^ . Let M be the set of
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all the points of ft with rational coordinates. If b G M, Tm{b) is the set of the delta of
Dirac 8b concentrated in b and all its derivatives 8b

m) with order |m| less or equal than
n. Let

Tn= U{Tn(b):beM}.

Then Tn is a bounded set of H and thus given e > 0 and p = (pt, p2, • • •, pm) where pr

is a non negative integer, r= 1,2,. . . , m, there is an i0 G / such that

\W, - <ph 8P)\ = WfKb)- <p<f\b)\ ^ e, i, j ^ k, VbEM

and since <ph i £ /, is a function on ft with values in K having continuous derivatives
of all orders we have that

and therefore there is a function <p on ft with values in K having continuous
derivatives of all orders such that

uniformly on ft. Suppose that <p has non compact support in ft. Then there is a
sequence (jcn) in ft not contained in any compact of ft such that <p(xn) ^ 0, n =
1,2 The subset of H

is bounded and therefore given a positive e less than 1 there is an index k e / such
that

<p(Xn)
<Pk(XH)-l <e, n - 1,2,...

Since the support D of <pk is compact there is a positive integer q such that xqf£D and
thus

1
;<Pk(xq)- = Ke<l

which is a contradiction and therefore <p G @(ft) and thus @(ft)[^F| is complete. Since
H is a Mackey space, (5), and according to a theorem of Kothe, (3, p. 386), H is
bornological.

Theorem 8. There are two dense subspaces L and F in 3>'[il] such that
1. L is a hyperplane of F.
2. L is ultrabornological.
3. F is a bornological barrelled space which is not an inductive limit of Baire-

hyperplane spaces.

Proof. ®6(fl) has countable dimension, is dense in S(ft) and ® J(ft) ^ 2>(ft). On
the other hand, ®(ft) is complete. Then, according to Note 4, the theorem follows.
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